Ace - Nightfall - If the Ace is draw, darkness falls.

Ace - Fog - If the Ace is draw, fog rolls in.

You cannot pass through Spade Chambers at Night. If
you draw a Spade while exploring, someone in the group
must discard a Diamond from their pocket to make light
before you test. Otherwise you must turn back and place a
token on that card as lost in Shadow, until the Lighthouse is
found.

You cannot pass through the wilderness in fog. If you draw
a club while exploring, someone in the group must discard
a Diamond from their pocket to make rope of some kind
before the test. Otherwise you must turn back and place a
token on that card as lost in Shadow.

2•3•4

A Crumbling Bridge

2•3•4

Vanishing Pathways

Peril Deck = 1 Card for each Player

Peril Deck = 1 Card for each Player

Fail to pass this chamber and the way back is closed.

Fail to pass this chamber and the way back is closed.
Place a token between the card you just left and this one.

Place a token where you just entered from.
5•6•7

5•6•7

A Locked Chamber

Peril Deck = 2 Cards for each Player
Fail this chambers test and it becomes a dead end.
Place a token over every exit but where you just came in.
A Shadowed Room

If this chamber is lost you cannot enter it ever again.
Place a token on the center of this card, it is closed.

Q

Build something here for yourself or another player.
5•6•7

Archives

This is a place of collected knowledge. Libraries, etc.

The Faces of Diamonds are places to find more than treasures,
trinkets, souvenirs and stuff. While the Numbered Cards are all
mundane, carrying Tools, Knowledge or Art, in these chambers
you will find magic...

8•9•10

The Jack of Diamonds - The Armory

Deep Waters

If this chamber is lost you cannot enter it ever again.
Place a token on the center of this card, you cannot reenter.

The Queen of Clubs - the Cave

5•6•7

This is a place of tools and objects. A workshop, or a forge, or a
storefront, or a junkyard.

Speak here about what others have suggested you should do
about your burdens, or about what you think others do to cope
with their own similar weights.

Place a token over every exit but where you just came in.

The Queen of Spades - the Spire

2•3•4

Foundry

8•9•10

You have come upon a place not of the Ruins and not of the
Wild. This place is unsettling and unwelcoming.

You have suddenly fallen into a dark underground to the
Ruins. Pick up the King, place three face-down cards in the
direction you were headed, and then put the King down
there. The King is automatically a dead end. To get back,
you’re going to have to explore your way out. The three
face down cards should all be set up and detailed as being
underground, or in darkness.

Speak here about what you’ve tried in the past to do with your
burdens. Did it work? Why?

2•3•4

Cool waters ripple and splash in this place.
Waters are reflection. Share a memory here and someone
might find something in the water that reflects its worth.

You have come upon a place where all is forgotten. Empty your
pockets, putting the cards back into the deck, and then shuffle
them. You’re not sure how you lost these things...

The King of Spades - The Abyss

This chamber is filled with some kind of plantlife - orchard,
flower-bed, or moss garden - it was cultivated and cared for.
Memories can be planted as seeds here, to grow into
something everlasting.

For numbered cards, describe these kinds of places...

Fail this test and all other exits lead strangely back to the ring...

The Jack of Clubs - The Towen

Place one more card along the edge of the Queen farthest
from the Joker. This card is automatically a Dead End. But
from this high-rise you can see the landscape around the
Ruins. Each player can take a turn describing the weather,
the sky, the season, the natural landscape and anything in
the distance around the Ruins.

Gardens

This tower of light illuminates the Ruins and all of its
surroundings at Night. As long as the Ace of Diamonds is
in play, the Ace of Spades has no effect.

5•6•7

The Jack of Spades - The Oubliette

You come across a lift, a ladder, a spiral stairway or some
other way up. Place the Queen here face up.

2•3•4

Ace - The Lighthouse - If the Ace is draw, you’re in luck.

Peril Deck = 2 Cards for each Player

Peril Deck = 3 Cards for each Player

Peril Deck = 3 Cards for each Player

For numbered cards, incorporate these elements freely...

The Toadstool Ring

8•9•10
8•9•10

Ace - The Musicbox - If the Ace is draw, you’re in luck.
This room broadcasts music that can be heard throughout
the Ruins. As long as the Ace of Hearts is in play, the Ace of
Clubs has no effect.

When you leave, you realize your Pockets are empty...
You come across hole in the earth, or a river flowing
underground. You have this one chance to go in, or loose your
nerve hereafter.

Waters

Fires

There is firelight warm and glowing in this place.
Fires kindle your imagination. Tell a story here. And what
you share can be pulled as shaped glass from the fires.
Talk about what you think your life would be like without your
burdens. What does your weight mean to you?
The Faces of Hearts are places to unburden yourself. Here, in
these places, shape or let go of your weights, with your friends to
share the moment. Write the burden on a scrap of paper, fold it
up, and put it on the card.

Place one card along the edge of the Queen farthest from
the Joker. This card is face down, and automatically a dead
end. If you choose to explore it, turn it face up. If not,
leave it face down. After this turn it cannot be flipped up.

The Jack of Hearts - The Kiln

The King of Clubs - The Shifting Landscape

The Queen of Hearts - The Fountain

You suddenly realize the path back is gone. Pick up the
King, place three face-down cards in the direction you were
headed, and then place the King. The King is automatically
a dead end. To get back, you’re going to have to search your
way back. If one of the cards in the path becomes closed to
you, start exploring in a new direction. Keep pressing on
until you get back to the Ruins, or, if you wish, explore in
the new direction.

8•9•10

k

The Kiln is a place to change your burdens. If you’ve
learned something here that has reshaped your weight, place
it in the Kiln and let fire make it anew.
The Fountain is a place to let go. If you’ve learned
something that has freed you of a burden, tie that burden to
a coin, and toss them both into the Fountain.

The King of Hearts - The Vault
The Vault is for burdens that can’t be left behind. We may
not wish to loose these parts of us, we may instead hope
to keep these things sacred. This is a place for secrets that
cannot be shared or can only be shared with a few.
Some things cannot go away, but here, in the Vault, you will
not have to carry it, knowing it is safe.

Gallery

This is a place of Art. Sculptures, murals, paintings, etc.

A magic sword, an unbreakable shield. A canteen that never
runs out of water. Or perhaps a pen with infinite ink, or
just a record that plays only your favorite song. Whatever
it may be at the moment, a Weapon is anything that helps
you go on the offensive against the things that weigh you
down. Take one for yourself, or find one for your friend,
and explain to them how it can help.

The Queen of Diamonds - The Laboratory
A tonic that brings sleep, or a balm that heals. The
Laboratory is where you’ll find magic potions and devices.
Sometimes we need a hand with our burdens from an idea
we wouldn’t have had without asking a friend.

The King of Diamonds - The Observatory
Magical secrets are hidden in the stars. Take a moment here
to look at the skies. You might uncover some truth that’s
been hiding. At the very least, however, you’ll be sure to
find a reminder of how and why you love the people here,
with you, right now. Tell everyone why they’re important to
you. Draw a constellation - real or imagined - and name it
after them.

